INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES: GOING ABROAD WITH UNITRENTO

Trento, 9 November 2015

A cura dello Staff per l’Internazionalizzazione - Polo Collina
GOING ABROAD...

- WHY?
  - STUDY
  - RESEARCH
  - INTERNSHIP

- WHERE?
  - EU COUNTRIES
  - NON-EU COUNTRIES

- HOW?
  - ERASMUS+
  - DOUBLE DEGREE
  - BILATERAL AGREEMENTS
  - NETWORKS
  - RESEARCH
  - INTERNSHIP
GENERAL INFORMATION

- **OPPORTUNITIES ABROAD** PUBLISHED AT HTTP://WEB.UNITN.IT/OUTGOING
- **APPLICATIONS AND CALLS** PUBLISHED AT http://web.unitn.it/outgoing/10198/bandi-attivi
- **ABSTRACT** PUBLISHED IN ENGLISH
- **BENEFICIARIES:** STUDENTS ENROLLED AT UNITN
- **REQUIREMENTS:** DIFFER ACCORDING TO THE PROGRAMME AND/OR TO THE HOSTING INSTITUTION
- **ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES** RECOGNISED
ERASMUS + IN EUROPE
For mobilities starting from September 2016

- CALL:
  - opening: January 2016
  - deadline: February 2016
  - outcomes: by March 2016

- REQUIREMENTS:
  - enrollment at UNITN
  - language knowledge
  - other specific requirements

- WHERE: European partner universities

- WHEN: I or II semester or both

- SCHOLARSHIP: € 350,00/month or € 400,00/month according to the country
ERASMUS+ ICM   OUT OF EUROPE
For mobilities to be spent during I semester 2016/2017

- **CALL:**
  opening: 31 October 2015
  deadline: 17 December 2015 at noon (12.00)
  outcomes: by end of January 2016

- **GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:**
  - enrollment at UNITN
  - English language knowledge (levels B1, B2 or C1)

- **SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS:** each hosting institution has different admission requirements (see attachment n.1)

- **LANGUAGE TEST:** deadline for enrollment 18 November 2015 (only for students lacking the language requirement)

- **WHERE:** non European partner universities

- **SCHOLARSHIP:** € 650,00 per month (maximum 5 months)

- **TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT:** differs according to the hosting country
BILATERAL AGREEMENTS OUT OF EUROPE
for mobilities starting from II semester 2016/2017

 CALL:
- opening: mid March 2016
- deadline: May 2016
- outcomes: by end of May 2016

 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
- enrollment at UNITN
- language knowledge

 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS: each hosting institution has different admission requirements (see attachment n.1)

 WHERE: non European partner universities

 SCHOLARSHIP:
- from €2.000 to €3.000 for 3 months thesis research
- from € 2.500 to € 3.500 for 1 semester of study
DOUBLE DEGREE IN EUROPE / CHINA
for mobilities starting from September 2016

- **CALL:**
  - opening: 31 October 2015
  - deadline: 17 December 2015
  - outcomes: by end of January 2016

- **REQUIREMENTS:**
  - enrollment in Dept. DICAM, DII, DISI or PHYSICS (2° year bachelor level and 1° year master level)
  - each hosting institution has different admission requirements (see attachment n.1 of the call)

- **WHERE:** European and Chinese partner universities

- **SCHOLARSHIPS:** € 2,000/semester for European universities
  € 2,500/semester for non-European universities
DOUBLE DEGREE – MATHS → GERMANY

- **CALL:**
  - opening: April 2016
  - deadline: June 2016
  - outcomes: by mid July 2016

- **REQUIREMENTS:**
  - being enrolled in a bachelor programme or have a bachelor degree in Mathematics
  - English (level B1) and German (level A2) language knowledge

- **WHERE:** University of Tuebingen

- **SCHOLARSHIPS:** € 2.000
EIT – ICT INNOVATION - Double Degree Programme
EUROPE

- CALL: by the end November 2015

- REQUIREMENTS:
  - being enrolled in a bachelor programme or have a bachelor degree in CS or TLC Engineering
  - other specific requirements

- DURATION OF THE PROGRAMME:
  2 years, one year in each host institution

- WHERE: European partner universities

- OPEN DAY: on November 17 2015 at 13.00 – Room 206 POVO1

- INFO: http://www.masterschool.eitdigital.eu/
  int.disi@unitn.it
NETWORKS – GE4 ➔ LATIN AMERICA/ASIA
for 1 semester mobilities starting from September 2016

- CALL: two calls per academic year
  - November for mobility in the I sem. 2016/17 (Winter term)
  - July for mobility in the II sem. 2016/17 (Spring term)

- REQUIREMENTS:
  - enrollment in one of the master’s degrees in Engineering
  - language knowledge: requirements may differ according to the university and must be verified on the host university’s website

- WHERE: non EU partner universities in Latin America and Asia

- SCHOLARSHIP: € 2.500
THESIS RESEARCH  ➔ ALL OVER THE WORLD

- BENEFICIARIES: Graduating students of UNITN
- APPLICATION DEADLINE: the last day of the month
  Mobility will not be possible before 30 days from this monthly deadline
- OUTCOMES: on the 15th of each month
- REQUIREMENTS:
  - B1 Level of the language of destination (to declare in the on-line form)
  - n. of credits depending on the candidate’s Degree Programme
- WHERE: Universities/Institutes/Companies all over the world
- DURATION: 3 months
- SCHOLARSHIP:
  € 900 euro/3 months for EU destinations
  € 1.800 euro/3 months for non-EU destinations
ERASMUS + TRAINEESHIP UNITN IN EUROPE
For mobilities starting from September 2016

- **CALL:** two calls per academic year
  - May 2016
  - September 2016 (Consortia)

- **REQUIREMENTS:**
  - being UNITN student (also phd)
  - language knowledge (level B1) according to the host organisation/country/language of work

- **WHEN:**
  - during the studies or upon graduation
  - from 2 to 4 months

- **WHERE:**
  - Universities, research institutes, public and private organizations
  - a list of hosting partners is available or candidates may find the hosting organisation by their own

- **SCHOLARSHIP:** € 430,00/month or € 480,00/month according to the country
INTERNERSHIP ABROAD  →  JOB GUIDANCE OPPORTUNITY

- **BENEFICIARIES:** UNITN students
- **APPLICATION DEADLINE:** the last day of the month
- **OUTCOMES:** the 15th of each month
- **WHERE:** Universities/Institutes/Companies all over the world
- **DURATION:** 3 months
- **REQUIREMENTS:**
  - B1 Level of the language of destination
  - to have a study curriculum including the internship
    (credits will be recognised upon return)
- **SCHOLARSHIP:**
  - € 900 euro/3 months for EU destinations
  - € 1.800 euro/3 months for non-EU destinations
International Activities Staff - Science & Technology Area
University of Trento

Office in Povo: via Sommarive, 5 - 38123 Povo (TN)
Tel. +39 0461 28 3236 – 1944 – 3237 – 1864 - 3976

Office in Mesiano: via Mesiano, 77 - 38123 Trento
Tel. +39 0461 28 2587 - 1902

Email: mobility-st@unitn.it

Opening hours: MONDAY 10.00-12.00 and WEDNESDAY 10.00-12.00